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CATALOGUE & TECH MANUALS

CAD REVIT DRAWINGS

LATEST NEWS

APPROVALS

PREFERRED PLUMBER

HI {MERGE:{FIELD:FIRSTNAME}},
What's in store for the next 12 months? Who'd know after what 2020 threw at us, but all the signs are positive for
the building and construction industy. There's a lot of community and infrastrucutre projects from footy fields to
stadiums, schools and new residential developments, it's a good sign we are moving along. If the vaccine rollout
goes according to plan, the econmy ticks along and borders stay open, we can pat ourselves on the back as a
country that once again has shown it's tenacity, toughness and ability to work together.

STORMWATER SOLUTIONS
Stormwater runoﬀ is rainfall that ﬂows over the ground surface of an open area such as car parks, roads,
driveways, roo ops and other paved areas, that won’t ( allow water to be absorbed by the ground, taking with
it all sort of pollutants, li er and debris present in the surface.
GPTs are designed as the ﬁrst line of defense (Primary treatment measures) against pollutants washed down
by stormwater runoﬀ in order to capture them before they enter the stormwater system or waterways.
Gross pollutant traps targets li er in general either natural leaves, branches, bark, clippings, li er, debris,
pollutants, surface oils, hydrocarbons, suspended sediment and other pollutants
Our range of GPT's offer maximum treatable flow of 75 liters per second that captures up to 99 of standards
gross pollutants under normal conditions. They feature high flow bypass allowing flows above treatable to bypass
the unit, which are clean stormwater, after first flush has delivered litter and sediment to the GPT, continuous
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separation screen. In addtion to this they are easy transport and install as tanks are made from lightweight high
density polyethylene, allowing easy manoeuvring.
Halgan Environmental can offer design assistance in order to specify the correct model and size required given
the site conditions and the expected amount of rainfall given the site’s geographical location.
For more information contact joel.brooks@halganenvironmental.com.au

WATERING BROOKIE OVAL
The Manly Warringah Sea Eagles Centre of
Excellence and Grandstand redevelopment at
Lottoland will cost about $33million and is
expected to be completed for the 2022
season.
As part of the redevelopment two of the
Halgan 27,000 litre rainwater tanks will be
installed inground to provide a whooping
54,000 litres of irrigation.
It's a great community project that will include
3,000 covered seating area, food and
beverage facilities,high performance, training
and administration facilities, medical and
rehabilitation facilities,elite level gymnasium,
aquatic recovery and rehabilitation pools and
facilities to support on the rise of female
sporting participation.

INNOVATIVE AND HEALTHY
There is a focus in Canberra on sustainability
through both architecture and science to
achieve a higher-than-average energy
efficiency rating on new building projects.
This is demonstrated at the Lumi Collection in
Gungahlin which has a higher than average
EER at 8.5 stars with features like double
glazed and thermally broken windows, fresh
air heat recovery units and an overall smaller
environmental footprint.
In line with this, Michael Lia from Advanced
Plumbing & Drains worked on the Lumi project
with builders CBS Commercial and installed a
raised MGT™in the car park showcasing the
benefits of the lightweight rotomoulded unit.
For more information contact
sales@halgan.com.au

Find out more from
andrew.leclaire@halgan.com.au
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As a manufacturer who has been involved in making greasetraps and waste water products for over 20 years,
Halgan continues to innovate and grow.

Halgan Environmental provides complete sustainable environmental treatment, with a diverse range of
products to collect, treat, hold and release water. We provide suitable solu ons, and support environmentally
friendly urban design through services including design assistance, manufacturing, maintenance and servicing
of waste and storm water solu ons.
At Halgan Liquid Waste we provide servicing and pump outs of greasetraps and a range of liquid waste
disposal. Designing and manufacturing the units means we know the best way to service them to ensure
there's no overﬂows, blockages or smells. We also service and commission pumps which can be done when
the pump out occurs, or as required.
For more informa on on products, advice on installs and applica ons or a site visit for a pump out, give us a
call on 1800 626 753.

H&M ONLINE SHOPPPING

WOMEN ON TOOLS

PANORMA BOX HILL

Shaun Rose from Archer Plumbing
Services is installing a range of
sewer pump stations at the new
H&M clothing warehouse and on line
distribution complex in Marsden
Park, north west of Sydney's CBD.
Some 7 years after they opened the
first store in Australia, shoppers can
now buy online at major fashion
retailer H&M which currently has
more than 40 stores in Australia.

This has to be one of the best run
events of the year held by the
National Association of Women In
Construction (QLD Chapter). The
Toolbox breakfast was held at
TAFE Skillstech - Acacia Ridge
Campus, and was a fantastic
networking opportunity and great
speakers.
Joel and Ben were on hand to
showcase the latest at products
and solutions on offer from

Just over 4 km from Melbourne city
centre, Panorama at Box Hill is a
new mixed development project
due for completion later this year.
In addition to the residences on
offer there's some great features
like the rooftop Terrace/garden and
function facilities, plus some great
new restaurants.
As part of the project Halgan
fabricated a 7500 litre custom
greasetrap that's being installed to
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Halgan and Halgan Environmental.
For more info contact
stephen.thomas@halgan.com.au

service the facilities.

Find out more from
ben.scalzo@halgan.com.au

Contact
chris.mifsud@halgan.com.au
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10 Davis Road, Wetherill Park
New South Wales 2164

141 Magnesium Drive, Crestmead
Queensland 4132

Phone: 02 99398030
Fax: 02 9939 8027

Phone: 07 3208 8339
Fax : 07 3803 6547

email info@halgan.com.au
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